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Download this app and learn how to improve your musical background. Enjoy the best beats and
beats at affordable price. Trace that beat. Do your kids have a musical background? Want a truly
motivating mobile-based learning tool? Download this app today! Supports both Android and iOS
devices Fully synchronized with all major mobile devices so you can access your grade level practice
anytime and anywhere Take notes, save, review, and share from any device Create a personalized
practice plan Practice at your own level to get the best results ... Learn to play the guitar in an
enjoyable and interesting way using this revolutionary mobile-based learning tool, Trace That Beat.
Download this app and learn how to improve your musical background. Introducing Trace That Beat!
This product has been designed for people who are already familiar with music and are on the road
to learning how to play the guitar. · Learn how to play the guitar in an enjoyable and interesting way
using this revolutionary mobile-based learning tool. · Take notes, save, review, and share from any
device. · Create a personalized practice plan to help you achieve the goals you have set for yourself.
For more information on our product, please visit us at or follow us on Facebook at Download this
app and learn how to improve your musical background. Enjoy the best beats and beats at affordable
price. Trace that beat. Do your kids have a musical background? Want a truly motivating mobile-
based learning tool? Download this app today! Supports both Android and iOS devices Fully
synchronized with all major mobile devices so you can access your grade level practice anytime and
anywhere Take notes, save, review, and share from any device Create a personalized practice plan
Practice at your own level to get the best results ... Learn to play the guitar in an enjoyable and
interesting way using this revolutionary mobile-based learning tool, Trace That Beat. Download this
app and learn how to improve your musical background. Introducing Trace That Beat! This product
has been designed for people who are already familiar with music and are on the road to learning
how to play the guitar.
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